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My invention relates to means for applying a cloth covering to a cylindrical object or objects which for descriptive purposes only are herein depicted as insulation molded in tubular form and used for pipe covering or the like. Such insulation is commonly molded either in solid, one-piece tubes or in semi-cylindrical sections, pairs of which sections are then fitted together to form a tubular object or cylindrical casing of insulating material. The sections are united in pairs by wrapping a cloth or canvas covering around the sections and adhering it to the insulating material. When the insulation is molded as one-piece tubes they may be wrapped in like manner for protection or for decoration.

The present invention provides a machine or apparatus for wrapping cloth or canvas around such molded insulation and adhering the cloth to insulating material. The invention in its preferred form, as herein illustrated and described, comprises an endless traveling rubber belt conveyor, means for supporting a roll of cloth and drawing a web of the cloth through a pool of adhesive material and thence on to the traveling belt. The belt with the superimposed web of cloth passes through a die or wrapping device by which the belt and layer of cloth thereon are rolled into a tubular form. When the invention is used in conjunction with semi-cylindrical sections of the insulating material the sections are placed in pairs on the web and pass therewith through the die so that the sections of insulation are brought together into tubular form with a web of cloth wrapped around them and adhered thereto. A cutting device operating to sever the cloth wrapped sections from the roll of cloth and separate successively wrapped tubular lengths of insulating material after passing beyond the wrapping die. The machine of course, is equally adapted for use in wrapping single-piece tubes.

The machine herein illustrated is particularly adapted for use in practicing one preferred embodiment of the present invention, but it will be understood that other machines or mechanisms may be employed for wrapping and adhering sheet material to insulating tubes and the like in accordance with the concepts herein disclosed.

Referring to the accompanying drawings:
FIG. 1 is an elevational view of the machine;
FIG. 2 is a cross-section at the line 2—2 on FIG. 1;
FIG. 3 is a plan view of the machine; and
FIG. 4 is a part-sectional perspective view of a finished tube.

The operating parts are mounted on a framework comprising parallel longitudinal frame members 5 supported on legs 6. An endless traveling belt 7, preferably made of rubber, is driven over a driven roller 8 and a driven roller 9. The driven roller 8 is mounted on a drive shaft 10 journalled in the frame members 5 and driven continuously by an electric motor 12. The motor driving connection with the shaft 10 through speed reduction gearing including a drive belt 13 trained over the motor pulley and a pulley 14 keyed to a shaft 15. A belt 16 is trained over a pulley 17 on the shaft 15 and a pulley 18 on the shaft 10.

A web 20 of canvas cloth or other wrapping material is drawn from a roll 21 into the machine to overlap the traveling belt 7 on which the web 20 is supported and carried away from the roll 21. A tank 23 positioned beneath the driven roller 9 contains paste or adhesive material in liquid form. The web 20 is drawn over an idler pulley 24 and a pulley 25 immersed in the adhesive. As the web moves upwardly out of the pool of adhesive material it passes through a squeegee 26 which may consist of rubber to reduce frictional wear and damage to the moving web, the squeegee being in the form of a bar extending transversely between the frame members 5 and formed with a slot 27 through which the web is drawn, thereby removing excess adhesive material from the web.

The belt 7 and the superimposed web of canvas or cloth 20 are drawn through a wrapping die or die 28. Semi-cylindrical sections 30 of the insulating material are placed in pairs in side-by-side relationship on the web 20 in advance of the wrapping die 28 and are carried forward through the wrapping die. The latter is shaped to concurrently wrap the belt and web of cloth around the object or insulating material by gradually enfolding the marginal edges of the belt and web of cloth outwardly and inwardly around the insulating material. In this respect the wrapping die 28 has the general shape of a longitudinally segmented frusto conical member and defines a belt constricting opening disposed in the path of travel of the belt and converging in the direction of travel thereof. Also, the wrapping die 28 defines an open upper stretch extending longitudinally of the wrapping die and communicating radially with the belt constricting opening. The two sections of the insulating material which form a pair are thus rolled together by the constricting action upon the belt and web as they are drawn through the wrapping die 28 to form a cylinder. The belt 7 and web 20 as they pass through the die are wrapped around the insulating tube and the cloth adhered to the tube. The rubber belt upon emerging from the wrapping die 28 flattens out before it reaches the drive roll 8 while the web remains wrapped around and adhered to the mated sections of insulating material. The pairs of insulating sections 30 are spaced apart in succession lengthwise on the traveling belt thus leaving a gap between each successive cylinder which is formed.

The web is severed between the adjoining ends of the successive insulating tubes by a cutter device, herein shown as a disk cutter 31. The cutter 31 is actuated by a piston motor 31a which is operated periodically in timed relation to the forward movement of the insulating tubes, the operations being timed to sever the web between the spaced ends of the tubes, leaving a short section of the wrapping cloth for wrapping over the ends of the tubes as is common in this art.

Referring to FIG. 2, it will be seen that the width of the rubber belt 7 and the web 20 are substantially wider than the circumference of the tube 30 and the inner peripheral surface measurement of the wrapping die so that when the belt and web are wrapped around the tube their respective marginal edges protrude through the open upper stretch of the wrapping die 20 in spaced apart relationship. Resilient means in the form of resilient fingers 33 are attached by screws 34 to the frame members 5. The free ends of the fingers are disposed in the path of the protruding edges of the belt 7 and web 20 and act as a biasing means and bear with a yielding downwardly deflecting pressure on the marginal edges of the belt while concurrently drawing the protruding marginal edges of the web of cloth mutually together in upstanding relationship as the latter passes to and through the wrapping die, said fingers being shaped to guide and draw or separate the longitudinal edges of the web of cloth away from the belt and around the cylinder 30. The fingers also guide the web into the wrapping die while the web remains so drawn around the cylinder. Also, the fingers by this biasing or drawing action hold the web in position while the rubber belt unrolls and flattens out upon emergence of the belt from the wrapping die 28. Additional resilient means are provided for
applying pressure to the meeting longitudinal edges of the web and ironing out or smoothing the overlapping edges of the web and pressing it into intimate contact with the insulating material. Such additional resilient means includes an arc-shaped presser pad or foot 37 carried on an arm 38 connected by a pivot 39 to a standard 40. A coil spring 41 attached to the arm 38 applies downward pressure to the non-circular member of the presser pad or foot, by means of applying pressure to the overlapping seams of the web, aids the resilient fingers 33 in restraining the web from tending to adhere to the belt as the latter flattens out.

Modifications may be resorted to within the spirit and scope of my invention.

I claim:

1. Apparatus for wrapping a flexible web of covering material around a cylindrical object, said apparatus comprising the combination of an endless resilient belt mounted for horizontal travel, means for horizontally driving said belt, means for guiding said covering material in superimposed longitudinal relationship onto said belt for travel therewith, an object receiving station disposed along the path of travel of the belt supported covering material for receiving an object in a lengthwise position upon the covering material, a wraping die receiving said belt and for receiving the belt supported covering material and object therethrough, said wrapping die being shaped in the form of a longitudinally segmented frusto conical member providing an inner wall surface defining a belt constricting opening disposed in the path of travel of said belt and conveag in the direction of travel thereof, said wrapping die also defining an open upper stretch communicating with said belt constricting opening and extending along the length of said wrapping die, said inner wall surface of said wrapping die being operative to enfold the marginal edges of said belt and said covering material around said object to an upstanding position with the opposite marginal edges of said covering material protruding outwardly from said open upper stretch, said inner wall surface of said covering material being operative to enfold the marginal edges of said belt and said covering material around said object to an upstanding position with the opposite marginal edges of said covering material protruding outwardly from said open upper stretch, said belt constricting opening receiving therethrough the belt with the overlying pre shaped cloth thereon. (References on following page)

4. The apparatus as defined in claim 3, wherein said resilient means includes a pair of oppositely disposed resilient fingers mounted in transverse overlapping relationship to the open upper stretch of said wrapping die, said resilient fingers being disposed in an end surfaces biased resiliently together and arranged to receive the protruding marginal edges of said covering material therewith and draw same away from said belt and into mutual upstanding contact.

5. Apparatus for wrapping cloth around tubes of insulating material, each said tube comprising a pair of semi-cylindrical insulating sections, said apparatus comprising an endless belt mounted to travel horizontally, means for driving the belt, means for supporting a roll of the wrapping cloth, a liquid adhesive tank, means for drawing the cloth from said roll and guiding it through said liquid adhesive tank and into position to overlie and adhere to the traveling belt and to be drawn forwardly thereby, a pre-shaping member beneath which the belt drawn cloth and semi-cylindrical insulating sections pass, said pre-shaping member having spaced apart resilient fingers arranged to engage the longitudinal edges of the cloth and to pre-shape the cloth by drawing same away from the belt and around the semi-cylindrical insulating sections, means for rolling together a pair of said semi-cylindrical insulating sections in mating edgewise relationship to form a cylinder and for constricting the belt sufficiently to draw the overlying pre-shaped cloth snugly around said cylinder, said lastmentioned means comprising a wrapping die shaped in the form of a longitudinally segmented frusto conical member having an inner wall surface defining a belt constricting opening disposed in the path of travel of said belt and conveag in the direction of travel thereof, said belt constricting opening receiving therethrough the belt with the overlying pre-shaped cloth thereon.

6. Apparatus for wrapping cloth around tubes of insulating material, each said tube comprising a pair of semi-cylindrical insulating sections, said apparatus comprising an endless belt mounted to travel horizontally, means for driving the belt, means for supporting a roll of the wrapping cloth, a liquid adhesive tank, means for drawing the cloth from said roll and guiding it through said liquid adhesive tank and into position to overlie and adhere to the traveling belt and to be drawn forwardly thereby, a pre-shaping member beneath which the belt drawn cloth and semi-cylindrical insulating sections pass, said pre-shaping member having spaced apart resilient fingers arranged to engage the longitudinal edges of the cloth and to pre-shape the cloth by drawing same away from the belt and around the semi-cylindrical insulating sections, a wrapping die shaped in the form of a longitudinally segmented frusto conical member having an inner wall surface defining a belt constricting opening disposed in the path of travel of said belt and conveag in the direction of travel thereof, said belt constricting opening receiving therethrough the belt with the overlying pre-shaped cloth thereon.
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